As we all think about the length of our days and the meaning of our lives, please consider including in your legacy a gift in your will, an insurance bequest, a designation of your IRA or establishing a legacy gift in your lifetime to the Houston Jewish Family Foundation (Tax ID 76-0240622) to support the services of Jewish Family Service.

Below is a special opportunity to have a significant impact in the future.

Jacob Leon  
President, Houston Jewish Family Foundation

Linda L. Burger  
CEO, JFS Houston

CELEBRATION COMPANY

Supportive and Transitional Employment and Life Skills for Adults with Disabilities

A decade ago, there were insufficient opportunities for adults with disabilities in our community to thrive. With the generous support of Joan and Stanford Alexander, Jewish Family Service established Celebration Company to provide an inclusive, nurturing program and environment for adults with disabilities to socialize, learn, work and create products for retail sale. To commemorate Celebration Company's 10th anniversary and to ensure that adults with disabilities will always have access to this vital program in the future, the Alexanders created the “For the Good of Life” endowed fund. The Alexanders have agreed to match dollar for dollar all donations received to support this endowment.

May you be written in the Book of Life…and Legacy